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“Maxillofacial Surgeons Beware: Some AHA ‘Moderate Risk’ Patients Develop 

Endocarditis After Exodontia” – A Response (Letter to the Editor) 

 

Dear Dr. Thomas B. Dodson, Editor-in-Chief. 

We thank Drs Friedlander and Couto-Souza[1] for highlighting our research.[2] However, they 

have misunderstood our data, misrepresented our findings and consequently drawn incorrect 

conclusions. In particular, their view that antibiotic prophylaxis (AP) should be prescribed 

before invasive dental procedures (IDP) for patients at moderate risk of infective endocarditis 

(IE), and that the American Heart Association (AHA) guidelines should therefore be revised, 

is not supported by our data. Indeed, our data strongly support the current AHA 

recommendation that only those at high IE risk should be prescribed AP.[3] 

We published the results from two different studies (i) an ~8-million-person cohort study and 

(ii) a case-crossover study of 3,774 IE-admissions. Both demonstrated a significant association 

between extractions and oral surgery (OS) procedures and subsequent development of IE. They 

also demonstrated that AP reduced IE incidence following these procedures in those at high IE 

risk but not in those at moderate or low risk. 

Friedlander’s analysis contains numerous errors in the interpretation of our data, e.g., (i) they 

took the 8 million from the cohort study and 3,774 from the case-crossover study (different 

studies) to erroneously claim that 3,774 developed IE following IDP. This is incorrect. (ii) They 

also erroneously assumed that the 831 moderate risk IE patients in the case-crossover study all 

developed IE following IDP. They did not. This number represents all moderate risk IE patients 

in the case-crossover study, not just those who developed IE following IDP. These and other 

errors in their interpretation of our data mean that their conclusions are unsupported by the 

evidence. 
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It is worth pointing out, however, that for every 125 high risk individuals undergoing an 

extraction, and every 45 undergoing an OS procedure, our data showed AP would prevent one 

IE case (this is the number needed to prevent – NNP). In contrast, AP had no significant effect 

on the IE incidence in those at moderate risk, and AP reduction of IE incidence following 

extractions was negligible (NNP=66,667) and not statistically significant in those at moderate 

risk, while AP non-significantly increased IE incidence following OS procedures and IDP 

(making NNP calculation impossible) in those at moderate IE risk. 

With NNPs of 125 and 45 for extractions and OS procedures respectively in those at high IE 

risk, AP benefits are likely to strongly outweigh the risks, e.g., adverse drug reactions,[4] 

promotion of antibiotic resistance and cost.[5] Our data are, therefore, strongly supportive of 

the current AHA recommendation that high IE risk patients should receive AP. In contrast, 

with no significant effect, an NNP of 66,667 for extractions, and an incalculable NNP for OS 

and IDP, guideline committees are unlikely to consider AP benefits outweigh the risks for those 

at moderate IE risk. 

In summary, our data strongly support the current AHA recommendation that high IE risk 

individuals be given AP before IDP (particularly extractions and OS procedures), [3] but do 

not support Friedlander and Couto-Souza’s view that those at moderate IE risk should also 

receive AP before IDP. 
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